Abstract. In the state-of-art video coding standard HEVC, temporal motion vector (MV) predictor is adopted in order to improve coding efficiency. However, motion vector information in reference frames, which is used by temporal MV predictor, takes significant amount of bits in memory storage. Therefore motion data needs to be compressed before storing into buffer. In this paper we propose an adaptive motion data storage reduction method. First, it divides the current 16x16 block in the reference frame into four partitions. One MV is sampled from each partition and all sampled MVs form a MV candidate set. Then it judges if one or two MVs should be stored into the MV buffer by checking the maximum distance between any two of the MVs in the candidate set. If the maximum distance is greater than a certain threshold, the motion data of the two MVs that have maximum distance are put into memory; otherwise the motion data of the upper left block is stored. The basic goal of the proposed method is to improve the accuracy of temporal MV predictor at the same time reducing motion data memory size. Simulation results show that compared to the original HEVC MV memory compression method in the 4 th JCT-VC meeting, the proposed scheme achieves a coding gain of 0.5%~0.6%; and the memory size is reduced by more than 87.5% comparing to without using motion data compression.
Introduction
The Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) and the International Telecommunications Union's Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) recently have formed a joint collaborative team on video coding (JCT-VC). The JCT-VC is aiming at designing a next generation video coding standard. This standard, currently named as High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), targets substantial coding efficiency improvement compared to state-of-the-art video coding standards such as MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC [1] . In order to evaluate different coding techniques, a software platform called HEVC Test Model (HM) is developed, which contains selected coding tools. In HEVC, the MVs of reference frames are used in the prediction process of a current frame as temporal MV candidates, such as in Advanced Motion Vector Prediction (AMVP) and in PU-level Merge mode [2] . Therefore, temporal information needs to be stored in a buffer, which occupies a portion of memory size. In order to save the memory for storing MV data of the reference frames, a MV memory compression method was adopted by the 4 th JCT-VC meeting and written into the HEVC working draft [3] . However, as reported in [2] , this MV memory compression method results in a coding loss of 0.6%~0.8% in terms of BD Bit Rate (BD-rate) [4] , compared with turning off MV compression tool. JCT-VC recently formed a new Core Experiment to study the problem of motion data storage. Under this background, we propose a novel motion data storage reduction scheme which can reduce the memory size while improving coding efficiency.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we generally describe inter coding tools in HEVC, to which temporal predictor is applied, and then we explain how MV data is compressed and stored. In Section 3, the proposed method is introduced. Results on HEVC Test Model HM2.0 software are presented in section 4. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
2
Motion Data Storage Reduction
Prediction Unit (PU) Merge Mode and Advanced Motion Vector Prediction (AMVP)
In terms of HEVC, two different motion information prediction schemes exist in the inter frame coding. One of the motion information prediction schemes is merge mode. Merge mode is performed on PU level, where PU is the basic unit used for carrying the information that is related to the prediction processes. The merge mode infers that the inter prediction direction and the reference frame index of the current PU are the same as one of the neighbouring blocks and uses their MVs as predictors. Merge candidates are four spatial predictors and one temporal predictor, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Temporal predictor is the MV of the co-located PU partition, labeled "Col" in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). Derivation of the temporal predictor will be explained in detail later. The other prediction scheme is AMVP which uses MVs from the neighbouring PUs as MV predictors [5] . There are totally three possible MV predictors: two spatial predictors "Left" and "Above", as well as a temporal predictor. AMVP "Left" predictor is the first 4x4 neighbour found along the left edge of the current PU, while the "Above" predictor is the first available 4x4 neighbour found along the top edge, as illustrated by Fig. 1(b) . We will further describe the temporal MV predictor in below.
Temporal Motion Vector Predictor
In both the merge mode and AMVP, the MVs of reference frames are used as the temporal predictors to improve coding efficiency. As determined in the 4 th HEVC meeting, the temporal predictor is found by mapping the upper left position of the center of the current partition to a co-located block in reference frame, and the MV of the corresponding 4x4 block in the co-located block is used as a temporal MV predictor [6] . By using the temporal MV predictor, it shows that the average 2.2% of BDrate saving is achieved for random access and low delay test conditions [7] .
Reduced Resolution Storage of Motion Vector Data
Despite of the BD-rate saving brought by the temporal MV predictor, the usage of the temporal MV leads to the need of additional memory requirement in inter prediction because the MV data information of the reference frames needs to be stored. Without compression, each 4x4 block has its own MV, which needs significant buffer size, considering the granularity of motion representation and considering that there are two vectors per block for B slice. To give an example, it is currently estimated the buffer size to be approximately 26Mbits/frame for 4kx2x application, though this size will ultimately depend on the precision and maximum MVs supported [8] . Large amount of MVs to be stored causes the internal memory size to increase, which may result in increasing hardware cost and power consumption [9] . In order to reduce the motion data storage, a memory compression method in [8] was adopted at 4 th JCT-VC meeting, in which a lower resolution MV buffer is used. It means that within a predefined 16x16 block, only one MV in the top left 4x4 block is saved into the buffer, instead of sixteen different MVs, as illustrated by Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Indeed not only MV fields but also reference frame indices and modes of the reference frame (inter/intra) are used in temporal MV prediction and thus they are compressed in the same method as well. The saved MV is used as a representative MV of the current 16x16 block, and when a reference frame is referred as a colocated block for the temporal predictor, the representative MV is read from the buffer and then assigned to all 4x4 blocks within the current 16x16 block ( Fig. 3(c) ). Therefore, both the required memory size and the memory access bandwidth for the temporal MV data are reduced to 1/16. 
Proposed Scheme
In this section, we first analyze the HEVC MV compression scheme introduced before and show its disadvantage in some cases. Then we propose an adaptive MV compression scheme.
Analysis of the Limitations of Storing Upper Left Block MV Information
To illustrate the limitation of the original memory compression method in HEVC, we examine the sixteen MVs in a current 16x16 block before compression. Suppose that
Selected MVs the current block lies inside an object which has translational motion. Under this situation nearly all 4x4 blocks have similar MV, therefore, MV of the upper left 4x4 block (denoted by mv 0 ) works well as a representative of the current block. However, the current scheme ignores that there could be two or more objects located inside a 16x16 block. If these two objects have different movement speed and directions, then simply assigning mv 0 to all blocks may result in a large deviation from a block's real MV, consequently causing reliability degradation of the temporal predictor and introducing coding loss.
Proposed Motion Data Storage Reduction Scheme
In order to reduce the coding loss, it is natural to consider storing more MVs into memory. However, increasing data in the storage inevitably leads to lower compression rate. Therefore it is crucial to achieve a good trade-off between these two factors.
Based on this idea, we propose a novel method which reduces the MV buffer size by adaptively choosing to store either one or two MVs from the sixteen MVs of the current block. The details of the proposed algorithm can be depicted as follows.
The proposed scheme first divides the current 16x16 block into four partitions. As depicted in Fig. 4 , partition 1 to 4 is shown with horizontal shading, down diagonal shading, up diagonal shading and vertical shading separately. Each partition contains four 4x4 blocks and thus it has four MVs. We denote the MV of block n as mv n , ∀n∈{0,…,16}. The MV set of the partition k is denoted as N k , ∀k∈{1,…,4}. If a block's MV is not available, when the block is in intra mode or out of the slice boundary, then its MV is set to be (0,0). Following the partitioning, a sampling is conducted on every MV set N k . One MV is sampled out of four and becomes a member of set P, which is a set of MV candidates that might be put into the buffer. All of the sampled MVs are on the corner of the current 16x16 block, and thus the sampled MV of partition k is mv 5(k-1) , k ∈ 4 4 0 {1,…,4}, as shown in dark colour shading in Fig. 4 . In this way, the MV candidate set P = { mv 0 , mv 5 , mv 10 , mv 15 } is obtained. The reason why blocks on the corner are chosen is because these blocks are far from each other thus they are relatively with low correlation. This is particularly true when two or more objects exist, whose MVs pointing to different directions. It ensures that different movement conditions are taken into consideration simultaneously.
With the candidate set P, Euclidean distance among any two MVs in P is calculated as follows:
Where mv i , mv j ∈ P, i ≠ j and i, j ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15}. We calculate the Euclidean distance because x-component and y-component of vectors are considered together. The maximum distance d max is used in checking whether to store one or two set(s) of MV data as follows. Suppose mv a , mv b ∈ P satisfy:
Where mv a is the sampled MV of partition A, mv b is the sampled MV of partition B, a ≠ b and A, B ∈ {1,…,4}. The basic rule can be described as:
If d max is smaller than a certain threshold T, MVs in P are considered to be similar. In this case, using only one MV can well represent all MVs in the entire 16x16 block. Hence, MV information of the upper left block, namely mv 0 , frame indices and modes, is stored into the MV buffer, which is basically the same as the memory compression method in HEVC. Besides, a one-bit MV_num_flag is set to 1 as a mark of putting only one MV into buffer.
On the other hand, if d max is greater than T, it means that at least one partition has MV deviating from others, so that the algorithm adaptively stores both mv a and mv b into the MV buffer, along with their frame indices and modes. Similarly, the MV_num_flag is set to 0 indicating that two MVs are selected. In addition, we store a one-bit flag for every partition so as to indicate that it uses either mv a or mv b as its representative. Specifically, we set the flag of partition A (flag_A) to be 1, indicating that it uses mv a as representative; and flag of partition B (flag_B) to be 0. With regard to the other two partitions, each of them also needs to select a representative MV from the stored MVs in the following method. Suppose these two partitions are partition C 
Meanwhile, a flag is set to indicate which stored MV is used as representative of partition C. To be specific, if mv a is selected as the representative, the flag of partition C (flag_C) is set to be 1; otherwise the flag equals to 0. The same process is performed on mv d according to equation (3) . A flowchart of the whole process of motion data compression is shown in Fig. 6 . So far, we have introduced how motion data is adaptively selected and compressed into the MV buffer. After that, when the 16x16 block is referred as co-located block in temporal prediction, the MV(s) stored will be read from buffer. If two MVs are stored, they are assigned to the partitions as representative according to the flags we previously stored; otherwise the single stored MV is assigned to all partitions. Fig. 5 (a) ~ (e) shows an example of how to store MV data adaptively based on different situation and how to assign MV(s) that has/have been read from buffer.
As a summary, the memory size of the proposed method is bigger than HEVC's method, whose memory size is reduced to 6.25% and smaller than constantly storing two MVs, whose memory size is 12.5%. So the total reduction of the memory size is more than 87.5% comparing to not using MV compression. 
Experimental Results
To measure the performance of the proposed motion data compression technique, we compare the performance of proposed scheme with HEVC MV compression scheme described in Section 2. 
Test Conditions
We execute experiments on HM software version 2.0, which is the latest version of HEVC Test Model created following the decisions taken at the 4 th meeting of JCT-VC in Daegu in January 2011. The platform of experiment is Intel i7 CPU 860 @2.80GHz with 16GB RAM. Video sequences to be tested are provided by JCT-VC, including five classes of sequence: Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D and Class E, with resolution 2560x1600, 1920x1080, 832x480, 416x240 and 1280x720 pixels. For each video sequence four quantization parameter values are used: 22, 27, 32 and 37.
Our experiment is executed with common test conditions in HEVC to make sure of conducting experiments in a well-defined environment and to ease the comparison of the outcome of experiments [11] . Four common test conditions are used in inter prediction, reflecting a combination of high efficiency (HE) and low complexity (LC), and of random-access (RA), and low-delay (LD) settings:
• Random access, high efficiency (RA-HE)
• Random access, low complexity (RA-LC) • Low delay, high efficiency (LD-HE) • Low delay, low complexity (LD-LC)
Noted that when testing MV compression tools, low-delay configurations should be skipped for class A, and random-access configurations should be skipped for class E. Table 1 gives the specifications of sequences used for random-access, and low-delay conditions. Tests are executed by separately turning on a tool of HEVC MV compression, and turning on a tool of the proposed method. When implementing the latter experiment, we use the square of MV distance instead of MV distance because calculating square root increases complexity. As for choosing the threshold T, when the distance between two vectors is more than the maximum distance in a 4x4 block, we take them as deviating from each other and store both of them. So the square of T is set to be 32, which is the largest distance within a 4x4 block. Also, noted that the HEVC working draft stated a bug in HM 2.0 [12] , however, the current software does not exactly implement this. We fixed this bug in our experiment, i.e. reference index and mode is also decimated by taking the values that apply to the top left pixel position of each 16x16 block, as motion vector field does. 
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Results and Analysis
After the performance of MV compression method in HEVC and that of the proposed method are both tested, their test results are compared in terms of BD-rate [4] , which is computed by Excel sheet provided by JCT-VC. The negative value of BD-rate indicates a coding gain of the proposed method, comparing with the HEVC MV compression method in HM 2.0. Experimental results are shown in Table 2 ; it is observed that the proposed method shows 0.5%, 0.5%, 0.6% and 0.6% BD-rate gain, which indicates consistently improvement in all test conditions. In random access cases, the proposed method shows 0.5% of BD-rate saving than the HEVC method for high efficiency, and 0.5% of BD-rate saving than HEVC method for low complexity on average. While in low delay case, the proposed method saves 0.6% of BD-rate saving for high efficiency and 0.6% for low complexity on average. Meanwhile, the difference in encoding and decoding time is relatively small.
In order to show the gap between with and without MV compression, we also cite the experimental results in [2] , which tested on the HM2.0 software in two conditions: turning on and turning off with HEVC MV compression tool. The results show that without MV compression, it achieves 0.6%, 0.7%, 0.8% and 0.8% BD-rate gain for RA-HE, RA-LC, LD-HE and LD-LC configuration, which means that turning on the tool brings a coding loss of 0.6%, 0.7%, 0.8% and 0.8% BD-rate. It can be seen from all above results that the performance loss taken by the MV compression in HEVC can be mostly compensated by using the proposed MV data storage scheme. The proposed motion data storage reduction scheme keeps the loss to 0.1%~0.2%.
The advantage of the proposed method over the original HEVC MV compression method is that it adds only one MV to temporal MV buffer adaptively in certain cases, but it in turn brings relatively high coding gain than the original method. The gain comes mainly from the fact that our method effectively reduced the inaccuracy of the temporal predictor due to MV compression.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel motion data storage reduction method is proposed. In the proposed method, for every 16x16 block in a reference frame, it judges if an additional memory area should be used for motion data compression by checking the maximum MV distance within the current block, and then it adaptively selects one or two MVs to store into the MV buffer. By doing so, the proposed method avoids a waste of memory caused by always storing two MVs; at the same time, it also reduced the inaccuracy of temporal MV predictor caused by constantly storing one MV. Compared with the memory compression method in HEVC, coding gain can be observed in terms of BD-rate saving, which is 0.5%, 0.5%, 0.6% and 0.6% for RA-HE, RA-LC, LD-HE and LD-LC configuration. In other words, the proposed scheme improves coding efficiency for various video sequences than the MV compression method in HEVC, while reducing motion data memory size by more than 87.5% comparing to without motion data compression. In the recently released software HM 3.0, the position of temporal MV predictor was changed to the right corner of the current PU. Our further research will include finding an effective MV data storage method in the new condition.
